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Abstract
Sounds Aware is a mobile web app that allows users to record soundwalks and share
them so that other people can experience them. The creator of the soundwalk records their
perceptions of the restorativeness of a specific place on the walk, these answers are then
sonified for whoever experiences the walk later to hear. Sounds Aware aims to be a social
app that is restorative to our attention. It does this by encouraging experience of nature
and by using decentralized technology that exists outside of the attention economy.
The attention economy is discussed as a force that exists within much of our current
technology. The economic incentives setup by the attention economy are having negative
effects on our attention. Attention Restoration Theory is discussed as a possible solution to
this problem that finds that nature is restorative to our attention. Sounds Aware is an app
that addresses both the nature based solution and the technical solution to the problem of
the attention economy.

iv

Chapter 1
Introduction
The techno-utopians of the ‘90s promised that an open internet would allow for a free
exchange of ideas and this would allow cultures to come together and open the world up to
democracy. This line of thinking came out of the counterculture movement of the ‘60s and
continued on in the ‘90s especially driven mainly by Wired magazine. Richard Barbrook
and Andy Cameron call this critique of technology the Californian Ideology [12]. They
feared an “emerging global orthodoxy concerning the relation between society, technology
and politics.”
The internet was supposed to make our lives easier, allow us work less, and make
us happier. Positive thinking about the tech giants of today–namely Facebook, Google,
and Amazon–started in a similarly techno-utopian way as in the ‘90s. Evgeny Morozov
critiques this newer style of utopianism by showing that the internet of today has done
little to democratize the world, with the regimes of China and Iran being as dominant
as ever [66]. This outcome, where authoritarian governments used the internet to tighten
control over their citizens rather than expand democracy, could have been predicted with
a less rose tinted outlook on technology and progress.
While the downsides of the current internet are many, this dissertation will focus on
the attention economy, the internet’s economic engine. We as a society have been come to
expect many products online to be offered free of charge and don’t realize that we’re paying
with our attention. The attention economy rewards apps and services that can attract and
keep our attention for the longest. They do this through methods of gamification such
as the infinite scroll or push notifications. The problem with this model is that it breeds
addiction that can create real harms [15].
One response to the negative effects of the attention economy is to spend time in
nature. Researchers have found evidence that experiences of nature provide health and
wellbeing benefits [105]. This dissertation focuses on Attention Restoration Theory (ART)
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[53], which states that spending time in nature can restore our attention. An app, Sounds
Aware, was created to share attention restoration with people who use a smartphone often
in their daily lives.
Sounds Aware is a mobile app that encourages experiences of nature through sharing of
sound walks. The purpose of Sounds Aware is to encourage experiences of nature by using
technology that people are used to, mobile phones and social media. Sounds Aware avoids
the attention economy by managing users’ data on the decentralized web, allowing data to
stay in the hands of users. In Sounds Aware users create sound walks that encourage a
deeper connection to place. Users experience this connection through exploration but also
answering survey questions related to Attention Restoration Theory that bring awareness
to sound and its relation to the environment.

2

Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
2.1

Attention Economy
What is attention and why is it important? Attention is conscious processing of in-

formation from intentionally chosen sources [44]. Attention is a scarce resource, which is
to say, “The exposure of subjects to signals is so strong that having an impact by absorbing part of their attention capacity requires to send strong signals and to target them on
audiences with relatively exhausted perception capacity [34].” Many attentional senders
compete for the attention of receivers with limited attention capacity. The way we pay
attention is changing because of addictive technologies.
Attention can be divided into types, transitory attention is often involuntary and fleeting while sustained attention is voluntary and longer lasting [100]. Hyper attention is a
further demarcation discussed by N. Katherine Hayles and is “characterized by switching focus rapidly among different tasks, preferring multiple information streams, seeking a
high level of stimulation, and having a low tolerance for boredom [45].” Hyper attention is
transitory attention for the digital age.
Addiction to social networks can lead to negative health-related effects. One review
study showed that social networks can be addictive and lead to emotional, relational, health
and performance problems for individuals [9]. Another large study found that addictive
use of social media is related to higher narcissism and lower self esteem [10].
Digital Studies theorist John Cheney-Lippold terms the product of engaging with the
internet through these clicks and searches as a “new algorithmic identity [23].” This not
only affects one’s experience on one website, but follows a user around the internet, building
their imagined identity using statistical models that seek to determine a user’s gender, race,
or class in to advertise to them effectively. This new algorithmic identity is an important
advancement in advertising technology. It used to be that advertisers only had data that
they could gather from the census. They could look at a zip code and deduce from that
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Figure 2.1. A recent Google search
what type of people lived there and what they might want to buy. This developed into
psychographic categories where advertisers expanding descriptions of a person’s identity not
only by where they lived but by customer types such as “soccer moms” or “house wives.”
Web analytics firm Quantcast is a well-known driver of the new algorithmic identity.
Perhaps a more familiar example of the attention economy would be Google Search.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of a recent search where Google Search predicted search
results based on my browsing history on Google Books then automatically made available
to Google Search, allowing the prediction to happen. The perniciousness of this is that this
prediction is a useful tool, and most users won’t take the time to stop and analyze how
it works. They will just enjoy the ease of use that data sharing has given them, without
thinking about the consequences in loss of privacy.
The attention economy turns our attention into an economic good by measuring it
through clicks, downloads, and likes. Measurement allows companies to sell our attention
as data to advertisers [92], a problem because our attention is a scarce resource. Mat-
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teo Pasquinelli, Professor in Media Philosophy, explores the attention economy through
Google’s PageRank Algorithm, which he considers to be at the base of their monopolistic
power and control [74]. PageRank is an algorithm that Google uses to organize search
results by their importance. Pasquinelli details how Google produces value out of our everyday use of Google Search using PageRank. He describes Google Search as a parasite;
providing a free service but with a hidden cost to the user whose attentional value is fed
into Google’s advertising platforms, AdSense and AdWords. Cheney-Lippold described
that every interaction on webpages outside Google can be used to categorize the user into
groups to advertise to, similarly every search on Google reinforces the algorithms idea that
what came first in the search is the most important item. Google then uses this data to
advertise to you.
The reliance on advertising by platforms such as YouTube and Twitter is why they
value interaction driven attention over any other metric. The goal of the platforms is
to get you, the user, to use them as often as possible, so they can make more money
from advertising. Researchers have found that far-right news sources receive the most
engagement on Facebook in terms of followers [33]; just one example of the attention
economy having a negative effect on the internet.
How can the attention economy be resisted? We must redesign the technologies that
encourage a capitalist perception of time, place, self, and community. We can use decentralized technologies that don’t rely on attention capture. Also, deepening one’s concept
of place will extend an awareness of history and current connection to everything around
them. Odell suggests that “doing nothing” moves our attention from economic concerns to
the physical, place based domain [70]. Doing nothing, or sitting out the attention economy
is an active proposition and “entails an active process of listening that seeks out the effects
of racial, environmental, and economic injustice and brings about real change [70].”
Because of these platforms’ flaws we should not be using them to distribute and make
our art. These platforms reward a way of being that is not beneficial to society. They
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resist the concept of interconnection, by emphasizing our differences and not allowing us
to show fuller versions of ourselves. We must “stand apart” as Odell suggests, and create
new systems for communication on the internet.
2.2

Ecological awareness
How can we regain attention? One way is with art, another through a feeling of

connection with nature. A goal of Sounds Aware is to encourage ecological awareness and
environmentally responsible behavior through listening awareness. Human’s experiences in
nature are summarized with a review of research on Connectedness with Nature (CWN).
2.2.1

Connectedness with nature

Zylstra et al. defines CWN as “a stable state of consciousness comprising symbiotic
cognitive, affective, and experiential traits that reflect, through consistent attitudes and
behaviors, a sustained awareness of the interrelatedness between one’s self and the rest of
nature [105].” They describe nature as any biophysical system occurring across a range of
scales and human presence. The motivations for this study are to encourage environmentally responsible behavior (ERB) and explore the health-related benefits of being in nature.
Disconnection from nature is one driver of the current environmental crisis [79, 64, 86].
Disconnection from nature is also known as the extinction of experience, a term coined by
Robert Michael Pyle in his memoir The Thunder Tree [79]. Research shows that individuals
who have a connection with nature are more likely to engage in ERB [22, 95].
Many studies indicate significant benefits of CWN for people. One is Attention Restoration Theory, an important theory that will be covered more in the next section. In a review
of studies on experiences of nature and its effects on mental health Bratman et al. found
measurable impacts in memory, attention, concentration, impulse inhibition and mood [18].
In another review paper Keniger et al. found benefits to physical health, psychological wellbeing, cognitive ability, spiritual well-being, and social cohesion [54].
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2.3

Restorative environments

2.3.1

Attention Restoration Theory

Psychologists Rachel and Steven Kaplan developed Attention Restoration Theory (ART)
in 1989 [52]. They found that the natural environment aids in stress reduction by providing a “restorative environment” that reduces the fatigue caused by directed attention [51].
ART claims that we use directed attention in our daily lives to function. Sustained directed
attention leads to cognitive depletion and mental fatigue [52].
For an environment to be restorative ART requires it to have these four components:
fascination, being away, extent and compatibility [51].
1. Fascination is the opposite of directed attention and is necessary for attention
restoration. It could include any activity that takes little effort but also holds your
involuntary attention such as listening to an engrossing piece of music.
2. Being Away requires one to be away from a non-restorative environment physically
and mentally. One could be on a walk with their dog, away from the computer but
still thinking about the tasks the need to be done for the day. That would not fulfill
the being away requirement for a restorative environment.
3. Extent is gained from an environment instilling feelings of connectedness with the
larger world in a person. In this way, the environment engages with one’s complete
attention.
4. Compatibility is important for restorativeness because one environment might not
be restorative to everyone. A serene lake might be restorative to most but not by
those who might have some fear of the outdoors.
Hartig et al. (1991) were the first researchers to attempt to systematize ART into
a measurable scale, known as the Perceived Restorativeness Scale (PRS) [43]. This scale
is based directly on Kaplan and Talbot’s models of restorative environments [53]. PRS
7

measures the restorativeness of an environment by participants’ questions on a 5-point
Likert scale meant to gauge their feelings about each of the four aspects of ART (see 2.3.1 on
the preceding page). PRS was later revised with further studies in 1997 to increase validity
[41, 42]. Since then many reserachers have used the scale to gauge the restorativeness of
a variety of activities such as running [17], exercise classes [69], and vacation destinations
[58].
2.3.2

Soundscape

Much of the previously mentioned research into ART does not separate sound as a
factor in a restorative environment. Participants could have been considering sound as
part of what makes an environment restorative but researchers had not developed a means
of separating sound from visual stimulus. To discuss the attempts to incorporate sound
into ART I first will describe the concept of soundscape and research into its psychological
components and restorative possibilities.
Soundscape is a term used in a variety of disciplines to describe a sound and its relationship to the surrounding environment. An early use of the term was by city planner
Michael Southworth in 1969 [87]. R. Murray Schafer published The Soundscape: Our Sonic
Environment and the Tuning of the World in 1977, which further popularized the term [85].
Acoustic ecology is another aspect of soundscape studies, introduced by Schafer[85] and
Barry Truax [93]; it studies human’s relationship through sound to the environment [99].
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) later formalized this definition
in 2014 [35]. The ISO defines soundscape as the “acoustic environment as perceived or
experienced and/or understood by a person or people, in context.” A loud sound might be
restorative based on the context that it’s in, or a quiet sound might be very annoying.
Within soundscape studies lies soundscape ecology, which also treats sound wholistically but de-centers the human perspective as the listener by categorizing sounds as emanating from three sources described first by Bernie Krause (1) Biophony–sound created
by organisms, (2) Geophony–nonbiologocial sounds such as wind, rain, or thunder, and (3)
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Anthrophony–sound caused by humans [78]. Humans are still a part of this equation but
only a third.
2.3.3

Restorative soundscape

The idea that humans innately seek connection with nature, and that connection is a
benefit to us, is a one widely held by the general public. Edward O. Wilson calls this innate
connection we feel to nature biophilia [98]. This idea runs through much of the research
into restorative soundscapes; that humans want to hear soundscapes that are “natural” or
without human interference. For example, Benfield et al. [14] found in a laboratory study
that participants showed greater mood recovery when exposed to natural sounds versus
natural sounds mixed with anthropogenic sounds.
Many studies address how a soundscape affects the psychology of humans whether it is
the Central Nervous System, the Peripheral Nervous System, Skin Conductance Level, or
some other bodily process. Alvarsson et al. [8] showed that the sympathetic nervous system
recovers faster from stressful tasks after being exposed to nature sounds versus other sounds.
A study by Hume and Ahtamad [48] explored the relationship between perceptual attributes
of environmental sounds such as arousal or eventfulness and physiological measurements
heart rate and respiratory rate. They found that heart rate lowered significantly when
listening to these sounds and that unpleasant sounds cause a larger reduction in heart rate.
The respiratory rate increased with the pleasantness of a sound. Research from many other
studies have shown a link between positive soundscape and positive health-related effects. A
review of such studies by Aletta et al. [6] show that positive soundscapes are connected with
faster stress recovery in controlled experiments, and better self-reported health conditions
in large-scale surveys. They found a significant connection between positive soundscape
perceptual constructs and health benefits.
While researchers have focused on studying restorative soundscapes, relatively little
of it specifically references ART. Considering the previously discussed research on positive
soundscapes and positive health effects, the link between positive soundscapes and attention
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restoration is promising even given the relative lack of research. In Kaplan’s research he
didn’t mention sound directly. A recent study by Ratcliffe has built on his research that
shows that certain species of birds can provide restorative benefits[81].
Other research in this field includes Think About Sound [24] and The Positive Soundscape Project [4, 27, 28, 29, 26]. These projects differ from the previously stated research
on restorative soundscapes because they focus on in situ rather than laboratory studies.
The purpose of the Think About Sound study was to record participants’ feelings before
and after a sound event. Researchers found that participants were less likely to report on
sounds they found annoying. About 30% of participants reported a change in feeling after
a sound, but the change from positive to negative was small.
Think About Sound uses an experience sampling method, adapted from the social
sciences, that allows for a study participants to give their thoughts and feelings randomly
throughout the day in a non-laboratory setting. This is an important way to do soundscape
research because participants can record their thoughts about a certain soundscape in the
moment without fear of misremembering or having their perceptions shifted by mood. The
aim is to record the participants’ feelings on their everyday soundscape. The in situ survey
happens through a smartphone app where participants answer a series of questions about
the soundscape and make a short recording. The app also records the current location
using the smartphone’s GPS sensor. Experience sampling is an inspiration for Sounds
Aware, which also surveys participants using smartphones, though the questions are based
on ART.
The Positive Soundscape Project ran from 2006 to 2009 and had the stated purpose
of researching the positive aspect of soundscapes versus the negative aspects of noise.
The aim was to produce research on what constitutes positive soundscapes for use in city
planning. They did this through several studies with interdisciplinary methods, including
sound walking,1 interviews, field recording, listening tests, and physiological measurements.
1

see 3.2 on page 19 for a review on sound walking
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In one study [4] the researchers took participants on a sound walk in an urban part of
Manchester, England. Participants were asked to concentrate on the soundscape then
asked a series of questions at five predetermined stopping places. The questions covered
what the participants could hear, if they liked it, whether the sound was in the background
or foreground, if the sound made the soundscape better or worse and if the participant
valued the space. The researchers also conducted focus groups after the sound walk where
participants were asked to reflect on their experience.
The results of the sound walk study found four important factors in considering soundscapes as positive or negative: behavior, attention, information and individual differences
[26]. Soundscapes that support our behavior are positive. Sounds that tended to grab the
attention in the foreground tended to be perceived as negative, while more diffuse sounds
were positive. If the soundscape provides information and stimulates the listener to explore
the environment, it is considered positive. Additional individual preferences play a key role
in perceptions of soundscapes.
Think About Sound and The Positive Soundscape Project provide necessary research
into positive or negative sound perception. For my purposes I am additionally interested
in if how these positive sounds affect us, if they are restorative to our attention that is
lost when we interact with the attention economy. To answer this question I will now
discuss the attempts by Sarah R. Payne to develop the Perceived Restorativeness Scale
(PRSS), a soundscape specific survey meant to gauge the perceived restorativeness of a
soundscape. Payne’s stated purpose for developing the scale is similar to The Positive
Soundscape Project, to shift the focus away from the negative effects of noise and onto the
benefits that might come from restorative soundscapes [75]. The PRSS provides a basis for
the questionnaire in my application, which will be discussed in the project design section.
Payne has undertaken multiple studies to validate the PRSS [75, 77, 76]. In 2013 Payne
undertook two studies [75]. In the first study participants rated audio-visual recordings–
on a 7-point Likert scale–of UK urban, urban park, and urban rural environments on
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the PRSS (see A.1 on page 48 for this version of the PRSS). Participants ordered the
restorativeness of soundscapes as follows: urban rural soundscape, urban park soundscape,
then urban soundscape. In the second study participants rated a park with the PRSS
that they just visited. The more natural Botanical Gardens were perceived as a higher
perceived restorativeness than Western Park. This was an interesting finding because the
Botanical Gardens had a higher Sound Pressure Level (SPL) rating than Western Park,
which suggests that SPL is not the only indicator of restorativeness as is sometimes stated
in the noise pollution research [73].
In the next study, Payne expanded the PRSS to 44 items to increase validity [77]. In a
final study [76] Payne took sound pressure level measurements at three sites across London,
an urban garden, urban park, and an urban square. Participants were then asked to
evaluate these sites in terms of perceived restorativeness, perceived sound and its benefits,
and how the sound made them feel (see B.1 on page 49). All sites provided perceived
health benefits and the relationship between SPL and perceived restorativeness was not
linear. The survey used in this experiment provided the basis for Sounds Aware.
2.4

Distributed internet
Technology can be a solution to our attention deficit, but a nature-based solution must

come first and could be more affective. It is important though to think about different
ways of designing technology that can exist outside the attention economy. This is where
distributed technology comes in.
2.4.1

Protocol

Alexander Galloway’s theory of how control works on the internet will help to explore
the connections between the internet and the attention economy and explain the reasoning
for using peer-to-peer technology. Galloway views protocol as the organizing principle of
the internet. While it is tempting to define the internet as a techno-utopian free-for-all or
a dystopian network where corporations like Amazon and Google own everything, protocol
is more “a set of technical procedures for defining, managing, modulating, and distribut-
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ing information throughout a flexible yet robust delivery infrastructure.”[37] Protocol is
a way of structuring discourse around discussions of the internet without getting lost in
stereotypes of participation and democratization that obscure the materiality of networks.
Protocol focuses on how power works in these networks.
The internet began as a distributed network enabled by TCP/IP. Resembling neither
a central hub nor a satellite node, but a rhizome, where each node can communicate with
every other node. Protocol allows this peer-to-peer communication by giving these nodes a
common language for communication [37]. Social media platforms have eroded this model
of a network by centralizing the application layer of the internet. An internet user can
host a simple website without permission from a platform but not without great technical
knowledge.
Galloway introduces the possibility of a Marxist theory of communication inspired by
Bertolt Brecht’s idea from 1932 of a two-sided radio that turned the device from one that
only distributes information to one that allows for communication [19]. Brecht’s idea was
to bring the listener into relationship with others. Why was this two-sided radio never
invented? Perhaps, as Galloway says, because our society so often splits into producers
and consumers, it doesn’t make sense to change in this case.
Is the internet still rhizomatic and open to a two-way radio communication? A contradiction in the design of the web exists between the highly structured protocols that define
it and the fact that any node on the internet can be connected to any other node. Social
platforms fight against this rhizomatic concept, creating walled gardens that keep content
on the platform as much as possible. Facebook wants users to view news on Facebook, not
directly on the news site. Instagram prevents linking on posts, an obvious attempt to keep
users in the Instagram app. These are the centralizing tendencies of the attention economy.
The possibility of many-to-many communication online has always come with some
cost to the user. Before social media there existed chat rooms and message boards, usually
with banner advertisement blinking at the top of the page. The interesting thing to note
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is that the banner ad foregrounds the fact that most things online are not free. We pay
for them through our attention. Now this advertising still exists but is hidden (concealed)
from us. Now banner ads have disappeared, replaced by the measurement and selling of
users’ personal data. These modern feedback loops also create untold problems with filter
bubbles, furthering polarization.
The next section (2.4.4 on page 16) follows with a discussion of the Interplanetary File
System (IPFS)2 protocol–a modern day two-sided radio–that uses peer-to-peer technologies
which makes it possible to participate online without the need for platform intermediaries.
2.4.2

The cloud

Cloud computing has changed the way we interact with our devices. We store our data
much more commonly in the cloud rthan on our local devices, accessed only when we need it
[31]. The benefits of cloud computing to individual users and businesses include advantages
in installation, configuration, updating, compatibility, costs and computing power [102].
That convenience does not come without problems. The centralization necessary for cloud
computing creates issues related to security, user autonomy and privacy. Potential risks
include outages that affect websites all over the world. A recent Amazon Web Services
(AWS) outage impacted 20% of the internet [65].
The cloud computing ecosystem is divided into different actors, hosting companies,
cloud service providers, and clouders [30]. Hosting companies provide cloud services to
other companies, these include Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud, or Microsoft Azure.
We can categorize Google Docs, Dropbox, Gmail and Zoom as Software as a Service (SaaS).
A clouder is simply a user of one of these cloud services.
Our devices have largely ceded the responsibility and power to cloud services. Jonathan
Zittrain calls these “tethered appliances” or “dumb terminals” because users can’t do much
without access to the cloud platform [103]. This happens with user-facing applications
such as Gmail or Facebook but also with web developer tools such as Platform as a Service
2

https://ipfs.io/
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(PaaS) or Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). These realities of cloud computing raise issues
related to user autonomy and control. Decentralized applications could be a solution to
these issues.
Building from Galloway’s discussion of protocol and power, we will now explore TungHui Hu’s [47] writing on the cloud to see how the internet is currently structured. The way
the cloud structures the internet is a stark departure from the rhizomatic shape described
by Galloway. After that we can look at ways of solving these problems.
In Hu’s study of the cloud, he seeks to correct our common notion of it as placeless,
ethereal and limitless. He does this by exploring this gap between the virtual idea of the
cloud and the very real and material infrastructure of massive data centers and undersea
cables. A primary question of the cloud is a question of power and rights. Who has the
power and what rights do they grant to those who are using the cloud? Protocol provides
one level of power as Galloway describes, but power also lies in the arbiters of the attention
economy. Platforms use advertising technology to create Cheny-Lippold’s “new algorithmic
identity[23]” or with Google who scan our searches with PageRank [74]. These tools provide
what Gilles Deleuze would consider a control society [32]. They characterize control by its
self-regulation rather than a disciplinary single source of power. Hu goes beyond a notion
of a control society into what he calls “sovereignty of data” pointing to the infrastructures
the cloud, the bunkered data centers, that often originated in the military sector.
2.4.3

Distributed networks

Besides restoring our attention with nature we can use distributed protocols for web
development that don’t need to rely on advertising as a business model because they exist
outside the cloud. This isn’t as far-fetched as it sounds, as Galloway points out the internet
already consists of protocols and before the dominance of platforms used to rely on them
more directly. Several examples given by Mike Masnick are chat with IRC (Internet Relay
Chat), news with USENET using NNTP (Network News Transfer Protocol), and even
email with SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol). Privately owned platforms absorbed
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the protocols into products that we all use today, such as Google’s Gmail for email [60].
We benefit from these products because of the ease of use compared to protocols, but the
drawbacks are that the platform owners have total control over your data and the direction
of the platform. This control gives an incentive to use this data for more effective targeted
advertising (see 2.1 on page 3).
2.4.4

Technology overview

Cloud computing providers organize data in a centralized control structure even if they
distribute the data among decentralized data centers in different parts of the world. These
providers have a responsibility for storing, locating and securing data. This centralized
data silo can raise concerns of censorship, security and privacy. A user chooses convenience
over control in their relationship to a cloud provider. One solution to data silos is peerto-peer data networks. In this model data cloud computing providers distribute storage,
replication, distribution and exchange across many systems and actors reducing the possibility of censorship or other malevolent actions by a single cloud provider. Peer-to-peer
technologies are providing a pathway to a form of networked communication that does not
rely on the attention economy or data silos caused by centralized cloud storage [25]. Many
technologies currently are in development that seek to invert the current client/server architecture of the web. These systems share the ideal of a distributed web and differ by how
they handle content distribution and distributed storage. While I will be focusing on IPFS,
many other decentralized technologies are in development that meet other needs such as
Secure Scuttlebutt[90], Matrix3 , Hypercore[71], SAFE[56], Storj[49], and Audius[84].
IPFS is a collection of peer-to-peer protocols for sharing files on the web. Each file has
a cryptographic hash which allows it to be content-addressed. This means that content is
not addressed by its physical location, but is found by the hash the represents its content.
When a user wants to download a certain file, IPFS finds the nodes that are storing the
content with that file’s hash. IPNS (Interplanetary Naming System) shortens the hash to
3

https://matrix.org/
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a human-readable name. IPFS also has an incentive layer, Filecoin[13] to ensure a greater
availability of files on the network.
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Chapter 3
Artistic Background
3.1

Soundscape
Soundscape was introduced in section 2.3.2 to provide background to a discussion of

restorative soundscapes. It is important to understand soundscape in a wider artistic context, not simply as a way for scientists to understand the acoustic environment. Although
soundscape is a focus of this dissertation, R. Murray Schafer and other soundscape composers were not the first to think deeply about everyday sound or to use it in musical
compositions.
With a discussion of everyday sound one must start with American composer John
Cage, who was the first to suggest that we should listen to the environment as music with
his silent work 4’33”. The work premiered August 29, 1952, at The Maverick Concert Hall
in the Catskill Mountains. The performance had pianist David Tudor raise and lower the lid
of a piano at set times over the course of the work, with instructions to make no sound. Kyle
Gann considers 4’33” to be of the most influential works since Igor Stravinsky’s Le Sacre
du printemps [38]. It is important to note that this performance was not entirely silent.
It became a listening exercise for the audience, drawing their attention to the unintended
sounds that happen during periods of so-called silence. Where this work differs from the
ideas of soundscape studies is intent. Cage had did not have a point of view with regards
to non-musical sound. All sounds were as equally important. Soundscape composers take
Cage’s way of thinking and use it to encourage environmentally responsible behavior and
a deeper sense of connection to nature.
Silence for Cage developed out of his interest in noise from the 1930s as adopted from
Italian Futurists such as Luigi Russolo. Cage then became interested in indeterminacy and
eventually the unintentional sounds that would happen during a period of silence. Cage
considered silence to be synonymous with unintended sound, stating strangely, “Therefore
silence may very well include loud sounds and more and more in the twentieth century
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does. The sound of jet planes, of sirens, et cetera [104].” This idea that loud sounds are
silence is in direct contradiction to the ideas of R. Murray Schafer, who considered the
sounds of modernity to be lesser and to get in the way of more natural sounds.
Schafer ideas are a return to the type of listening conceived of by Cage, but this time
the focus was on the meanings of sounds, noise, and the environment [5]. Soundscape
composers were also not as willing to let sounds be themselves, showing compositional
decision-making with electroacoustics techniques. Soundscape composition aimed to evoke
a particular place and time by presenting field recordings of that place. Even when Cage
used recordings of natural sound, the time and place of the recording was not important.
Schafer, as Cage, wished for us to listen to the environment as a musical composition
saying, “We may speak of a musical composition as a soundscape, or a radio program
as a soundscape or an acoustic environment as a soundscape [85].” Cage considers even
airplanes to be silence while Schafer considers everything to be soundscape. The other
difference between Schafer and Cage was that Schafer wished to change the soundscape,
reducing noise. Shafer’s musical listening to the environment was a much more active
proposition than Cage’s.
3.2

Sound walking

3.2.1

Hildegard Westerkamp

Hildegard Westerkamp, a soundscape composer, regards sound as the best way to understand ecological crises. Westerkamp claims that artists who work with sound are the
best equipped to consider issues of the acoustic environment. She uses the term “listening
awareness” to identify how soundscape compositions can make us more aware of the actual
environment. We increase listening awareness of the environment through conscious listening. Would art that “creates a clearer sense of place and belonging [97]” have the same
impact as one that seeks to connect humans to nature?
Westerkamp also tries to answer the question: can soundscape composition influence
ecological change? The exchange between composer and audience creates an energy for
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change because the composition is connected to acoustic ecology. The soundscape composer
can make the environmental issues of the world audible to the audience [97].
Sound walking and mobile technologies provide tools to increase our awareness of nature
and the soundscape. Westerkamp describes a sound walk as, “any excursion whose main
purpose is listening to the environment [96].” This is an intentional type of walking where
the goal is to listen. It can be done anywhere but the point is to pay attention and listen.
Westerkamp says, “Wherever we go we will give our ears priority. They have been neglected
by us for a long time and, as a result, we have done little to develop an acoustic environment
of good quality [96].” Sound walking is an exercise in not letting our listening facilities go
lame. If we rarely listen, we will not always be good at hearing the quieter sounds around
us.
One of the most important sounds walks is Westerkamp’s sound walk in Queen Elizabeth Park in Vancouver [97]. This early example of a sound walk is not assisted by
technology at all but provides an example of the history of the genre. Instead of composing specific sounds for the audience, Westerkamp composed a series of instructions and
suggestions.
3.2.2

Max Neuhaus

Max Neuhaus was an American sound artist who pioneered site-specific sound installation and was one of the first artists to bring sound into the art world [67]. He, like the
soundscape composers, wished for people think about sound in new and different ways. His
first work, a series of walks composed between 1966 and 1976, was a sound walk by a different name entitled Listen [20]. Neuhaus enjoyed the practice of Cage, bringing everyday
sounds into the concert hall, but felt that audience members took it as more of a shock
than an opportunity to ponder everyday sound with focused awareness. He regretted that
few could incorporate these experiences from the concert hall back into their daily lives.
Because of these limitations he decided to take listening outside [68].
For Listen, Neuhaus would lead an audience on a walk, first stamping LISTEN on
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their hands, then going out into the everyday environment. He would start walking and
not explain how to listen to the audience. Neuhaus’s method of listening walks more closely
align with Cage’s concept of everyday sounds, that all sounds are equal and deserving of
attention.
Neuhaus showed a fascination with urban sounds and an annoyance with the concept of
noise pollution. In a later version of Listen, he stamped LISTEN underneath the Brooklyn
Bridge, encouraging people to listen to the sound of traffic moving across the bridge. We
now know that urban sounds can be very harmful to our health and that natural sounds
can be restorative. Seen in this light Neuhaus’s work with Listen comes from a privileged
position, ignoring the residents who must live in these noisy environments and suffer the
health problems associated with them.
3.3

GPS sound walks
Mobile and locative technologies can be used to extend Westerkamp’s sound walk.

Frauke Behrendt writes about GPS sound walks, “Despite the carbon footprint of mobile
phones, smart phones and other mobile devices, I argue that the ‘mobile media use’ we observe in GPS sound walks have the potential to re-connect people with ‘natural ecosystems,’
especially when we consider the auditory dimensions of the experience and how walking
operates as remixing [36].”
The Quiet Walk, by Alessandro Altavilla and Atau Tanaka, is locative audio walk for
explorations of the urban landscape. The goal is to find the quietest place in an urban
location. The app notifies the user if the surrounding sounds are too loud. It also records
the GPS locations of quiet places that are found so that the user can view a sound map
of their walk. This project is similar to mine, but there are some key differences. The
Quiet Walk only records loudness levels and does not categorize sounds. Because of that, a
loud anthrophonic sound is treated the same as a sound not human-made, which probably
produced false positives. This more intelligent system was proposed in the conclusion of
their paper and was probably not tried because of technological limitations of the time [7].
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An important example of a GPS sound walk, or locative media, is Teri Reub’s Core
Sample [91]. Participants walked around a specific location with earbuds in to listen to
sounds that have been programmed to play when they’re in a specific location. Her work is
located in Boston’s Harbor Islands and invites listeners to “Discover unique combinations
of natural and processed sounds - that correspond to the Spectacle’s many subterranean
layers, as well as its present soundscape [36].”
Other recent inspirational projects related to walking and nature include Painted
Earth1 , TreeTalk2 , and Radio Aporee3 . Painted Earth is a mobile web app that lets users
contribute to a collective painting by walking. Their paths are translated into brushstrokes
and superimposed upon one another in a web browser. The most interesting part of this
project is that the walks are not displayed on a map but in a more abstract, artistic manner.
TreeTalk is an app that maps trees in London and allows users to plan walks with the trees
as stopping places on their route. Radio Aporee is a long-running sound map that includes
a smaller project named Miniatures for Mobiles4 , which includes a mobile app that allows
users to create sound walks and share them with others.
3.4

Distributed internet
Peer-to-peer systems are not new but had their heyday in the public imagination during

the height of online file sharing when Napster was operating between 1999 and 2001 [72].
Because of the popularity and common knowledge of those systems, interactive music works
began to emerge that used and extended similar technologies. In 2004 Tanaka created a
collaborative music-making system based on personal digital assistants (PDAs), which
extend the simple sharing of music on peer-to-peer systems allowing users who were near
each other to interact through Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) [89]. Lee, Essl, and Mao
have used SDP effectively to distribute applications to mobile phones in a mobile ad hoc
network (MANET) [57]. Creators of Network Music Performance (NMP) systems have a
1

https://painted.earth/
https://www.treetalk.co.uh
3
https://aporee.org
4
https://aporee.org/mfm/
2
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parallel interest in peer-to-peer architectures because they allow real-time performance in
different geographic locations [83]. Because one goal of these systems is to enable real-time
music performance with acoustic instruments, engineers emphasize time synchronization
over ease of use or audience participation.
Peer-to-peer systems continued to develop with the creation of web standards such as
WebRTC, which is currently in wide use for video conferencing. WebRTC has an underutilized capability, the data channel, which is most useful for web audio projects that might
want to keep data synchronized. Even so, the data channel’s use in musical projects is
limited, with many projects preferring to run a server and use WebSockets.
Several web audio projects have used WebRTC. Lind’s Soundtrap uses WebRTC’s video
channel [59]. Ramsay and Paradiso’s GroupLoop [80] uses the audio channel to send audio
between clients to create a feedback based performance system, and Black’s Hear-Here
[16] uses it to coordinate an FM radio broadcast out of the audio of distributed clients.
Xing, Ulrich and Diab’s Fun With Chords [101], a distributed music player, uses the data
channel. Authors gave few reasons for choosing WebRTC over other methods in the cited
papers, but one can assume they chose WebRTC for the reasons same that interest me—the
minimal need for servers.
Researchers have proposed several peer-to-peer systems that use Open Sound Control
(OSC). Roberts, Wakefield and Wright present an extension to Robert’s Control program
that simplifies including mobile devices in a computer music workflow [82]. Another example is GoOSC [21] by Cabrera, which emphasizes the peer-to-peer nature of the network.
3.5

Sonification
There are many definitions of sonification that give emphasis to its function as music

or a vehicle for information transmission and reception. It was described in a report funded
by the National Science Foundation by Kramer et al. [55] as “the use of nonspeech audio
to convey information.” Alexandra Supper considers the definition of sonification to still be
an open question; she goes into great detail in Lobbying for the Ear into the fault lines that
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have emerged over the years [88]. These attempts at a definition mostly act to differentiate
sonification from music to give it more scientific legitimacy though there are some criticisms
of this limitation with some wanting to leave the definition more open as to not stiffly the
field.
There are other disagreements on the definition of sonification and where the dividing
line between it and sonic art lies. Hermann [46] proposes a definition based in the scientific
method stating that a sonification should be objective, systematic, reproducible and viable
with different datasets. This definition necessarily excludes music as a possibility for a
sonfication. Scot Gresham Lancaster [40] agrees that sonifications need consist of timebased data streams turned into audio but stops short of defining sonification in terms of
the scientific method and warns of what might be lost by ignoring a sonifications’ “beauty
and a meaning that transcends the scientific method.”
If the field of sonification is broader than the scientific method, is it music? That depends on your definition of music. Jennifer Judkins describes music as “organized sounds
framed by silence [50].” Vickers & Hogg would bring a listers perception into focus explaining that “if the listener perceives something as music then it is music [94].” This brings up
a concept from soundscape studies where R. Murray Schafer [85] said that we should listen
to the soundscape as music, thus broadening our idea of what can or can’t be considered
musical or able to pass on meaningful information. If the goal of creating a sonification is
communication of information a certain level of engagement granted by musical listening
is necessary.
Though I have not found any sonifications of humans’ perception of the restorativeness
of a soundscape, there have been many that seek to make the natural world audible, which
can be seen as a similar goal. Those sonifications accomplish this through sonification of
measurable natural in geoscience, astrophysics, and high-energy physics.
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Chapter 4
Previous Work
The following section describes the first version of Sounds Aware. Here it is referred
to as Sounds Aware (v1). In other parts of the paper, the most recent version is just called
Sounds Aware.
4.1

Sounds Aware
Sounds Aware (v1) is a web application that runs on a smartphone and uses machine

learning to detect human-made sound (anthrophony) and masks it with ambient music as
a user walks around their environment. Though the model is pre-trained with the author’s
local environmental sounds, the user can train the model further on their unique soundscape
so that each user gets a personalized experience. After the training process, the user can
listen to ambient music based on traits of the surrounding anthrophony. If the app senses
less anthrophony and more biophony or geophony, then the music fades away, bringing the
user’s attention to the anthrophony.1
The idea for Sounds Aware came while walking with dog Lucy around the lakes by my
house. When I first started walking her, I would listen to podcast or music on headphones
for the entire walk because I found it difficult to fill the time with my own thoughts. I
would hear the sounds of nature occasionally coming through my music and this made me
want to take the headphones out and just listen.
The goal of Sounds Aware is to bring the user’s awareness to the geophonic and biophonic soundscape, which is often so masked by noise pollution that it has fallen out of
awareness for many of us. Sounds Aware seeks to shift the user’s concept of nature to something that has no starting or ending point; it is all around us. The app brings awareness
by focusing attention on the environment.
1

This section was previously published in a different form as Carson, Tate. “Sounds Aware: A Mobile
App for Raising Awareness of Environmental Sound.” Trondheim, Norway, 2019. Web Audio Conference.
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(a) Opening state

(b) Playing music

(c) Recording Data

Figure 4.1. Three states of the application
4.1.1

User interaction

Sounds Aware (v1) is accessed by going to https://walking.netlify.com in a web
browser on a smartphone. It requires internet access to download the default data set.
After that, the app will work offline, so it is appropriate for various network conditions.
Headphones are required so that the microphone on the phone does not pick up the music
playback. Headphones with a microphone are preferred so that if the user wants, they can
put their phone in their pocket while walking.
When a user first opens the application, they will see it guess the surrounding sounds
based on a pre-trained data set. When assured that the microphone is working, the user
can then start the music by clicking the toggle switch (see Figure 4.1b). The music now
responds to what the surrounding sounds. The user can adjust the listening sensitivity of
the microphone to their liking to match the acoustic environment if it is particularly quiet
or noisy. After testing the success of the system in interpreting the user’s environment, the
user can now add their own training data (see Figure 4.1c). For this, the user will select a
sound category such as a car. Then the user will wait for a car to drive by and then record
it by clicking the record toggle. This will make the system more accurate in listening to the
user’s specific environment. Users are not currently able to add their own sound category
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Table 4.1. Data tags
Tag category
Geophony
Anthrophony
Biophony

Tags
wind, other weather, rain
cars, construction, human
speech, AC, airplanes
insects, birds, large animal

Table 4.2. Training data
Tags
Data points
wind
358
footsteps
361
birds
108
rain
107
cars
284
construction
62
Total
1280
tags.
4.1.2

Technical design

Sounds Aware (v1) is built with Tone.js, a Web Audio API framework. There are a few
downsides to web-based apps, such as cross-browser compatibility issues with microphone
input, but a web app was chosen because a user might be more likely to try it if they do
not have to download an app.
Each user starts off with an author-defined database of tagged sounds. To create this
database each recording made was tagged (see Table 4.1) with a general sound category.
Those sounds were then placed into broader categories of origin. This allowed the composition to treat sounds from different sources—geophony, anthrophony, and biophony—
differently. Table 4.2 shows the default data set. Footsteps were treated as silence because
the system needed to work when a user was moving. If they had been added to the anthrophony the system would only work if the user was still and silent; this was a trade-off
to allow for user mobility, allowing them to find various soundscapes. More data could
have been added to this data set to make tags more accurate, but for this proof of concept
the most important tags were accurate enough for users to hear a result in the sounds.
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Figure 4.2. Mapping of tag category to music
The app uses machine learning to identify sounds. The algorithm used is k-nearest
neighbor. A Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) audio feature was used to compare sounds, implemented by Meyda.js2 , a JavaScript feature extraction library. Using
Meyda.js allowed the processing to be done on the client, allowing Sounds Aware (v1) to
work offline when necessary.
4.1.3

Composition design

The musical composition of Sounds Aware (v1) is influenced by ambient music. Synthesized sounds were used that would not be too jarring to jump in and out of and did
not have an obvious beginning or ending. This type of synthesized sound blends in with
the surrounding acoustic environment as a composition. The synthesized sounds are simple frequency modulation synthesis with reverb and delay effects. They are tuned to just
intervals so they are more likely to coincide with tunings in nature, influenced by Aeolian
practices [11] and La Monte Young [39].
The app maps the loudness3 of the acoustic environment to the amplitude of the ambient composition (see Figure 4.2). The previous 200 loudness values are averaged and
the amplitude ramps to a given value over one second for signal smoothing. If Sounds
2
3

https://meyda.js.org/audio-features
A perceptual feature from https://meyda.js.org/audio-features.html
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Aware (v1) hears an anthrophonic sound, the amplitude is faded up to -3 dB. If it hears
a geophonic sound, the amplitude of the geophonic sound is mapped onto the synthesized
sounds amplitude, creating a wind chime effect. Geophonic sounds also affect the modulation index and harmonicity of the frequency modulation synthesis, creating a variety
of timbres depending on the character of the current external soundscape. If a biophonic
sound is recognized, the amplitude of the ambient wash is faded down to -59 dB, which is
perceptibly silent when listened to in an urban environment.
4.1.4

Conclusions

Sounds Aware (v1) is a web application meant to increase a user’s awareness of the
biophonic and geophonic sounds in their urban environment. The drawbacks of this application were that the user could not save recordings of their environment to come back
to later. The next version fixes this by implementing user accounts to allow saving of user
data. There were also limitations with user trained machine learning. To get an accurate
enough result the user would have to train the dataset for a very long time. Because of
these drawbacks version two of Sounds Aware (v1) does away with machine learning altogether as a way of recognizing sounds and instead employs users’ perceptions, recorded
with surveys.
4.2

immaterial.cloud
immaterial.cloud is a web application that uses peer-to-peer technologies to send data

between phones without the need for an intermediary server. immaterial.cloud creates the
chance for a shared space with participants by using technology collectively. It requires
the phones to act together, not as individuals as is usual in this era of personalized devices. Experiencing immaterial.cloud presents an opportunity for a restoration of attention
fatigued by an overuse of technology.4
The idea for immaterial.cloud emerged as a way to create a communal experience
during the COVID-19 shelter-in-place orders during which many people have turned to the
4

This section was previously published in a different form as Carson, Tate. “immaterial.cloud: Using
peer-to-peer technologies for music” Barcelona, Spain, 2021. Web Audio Conference.
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Figure 4.3. Visualization of user interaction on the phone
internet for communication and entertainment. While social networks such as Facebook or
Google seek our attention for profit, immaterial.cloud seeks a deep attention that creates
a shared sense of place and time for the participants.
immaterial.cloud uses a peer-to-peer instead of centralized topography for networking
communication. Peer-to-peer systems in computer music are already in widespread use
through ad hoc networks and Open Sound Control (OSC). But both solutions have issues
that prevent seamless audience participation such as a lack of a Domain Name Server
(DNS) and data persistence. These systems work over local networks and are good for
smaller groups of people but are not sufficient for internet communication.
The goal of peer-to-peer networking is to make setup of the system easy and seamless
but without having to run a server backend. While the possibility for interaction opened
up by networked smartphones has been greatly beneficial in creating a sense of interconnection, researchers should examine the infrastructure used behind these systems and explore
alternatives. The aim is to develop technology that doesn’t fatigue our attention or treat
us as an economic good.
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4.2.1

WEBRTC

immaterial.cloud is networked using WebRTC (Web Real-Time Communication), which
allows for sites to stream audio, video, or data between each other without an intermediary.
WebRTC is a combination of several APIs and protocols that allow for peer-to-peer communication with no need for browser plugins or third-party software [63]. The protocols
that are important for enabling peer-to-peer connections are ICE (internet Connectivity
Establishment), STUN (Session Transversal Utilities for NAT), and TURN (Transversal
Using Relays around NAT) [61]. While WebRTC could work without servers in a perfect
environment, often it needs STUN and TURN to navigate firewalls. The STUN server,
also known as signaling server, performs a “handshake” between two peers that decides if
the peer is reachable. After the handshake, the connection is truly peer-to-peer. If this
simpler route is not achieved, a TURN server relays packets to and from peers to traverse
a NAT. These intermediaries are not ideal if the goal is creating a mode of communication
without servers, but for now they are necessary to enable the wider adoption of WebRTC
and other peer-to-peer technologies.
immaterial.cloud uses the data channel capability of WebRTC, defined by the RTCDataChannel interface. This interface allows for bidirectional transfer of peer-to-peer data
[62]. The work uses the PeerJS5 library to simplify the process of setting up connections
and dealing with messaging. PeerJS provides an API like Socket.io6 to send and receive
messages with few lines of code. PeerJS also includes a signaling server which allows a
programmer to use the library without having to set up and run a server.
4.2.2

User interaction

immaterial.cloud needs two to four smartphones (iPhone or Android) connected to the
internet via WiFi or a cellular network. All sound during the installation is played through
the phones via a web browser. immaterial.cloud will work with a group of participants or
just one. A user interacts with immaterial.cloud through motion, waving a hand or walking
5
6

https://peerjs.com/
https://socket.io/
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Figure 4.4. The welcome screen and the ID screen
up to a phone (see Figure 4.3). The camera of the phone tracks any change in motion,
triggers an update to the sound playing, and updates all other phones.
A participant joins the network by going to https://immaterial.cloud and entering
the ID of a chosen “host” phone. Though the “host” phone does not need to enter any
ID to play, the participant still needs to press join to start the sound (see Figure 4.4). It’s
necessary to use IDs so immaterial.cloud knows which phones to send messages to (without
participants having to sign up for accounts).
immaterial.cloud uses a broadcast system to connect all peers through the server phone
because WebRTC only allows communication between two peers. This server phone is not
a true server but relays messages between the nodes of the network through the hub of
the server phone and back out to the other nodes. Each phone keeps a list of client IDs
belonging to the other peers they are connected to.
First, the server phone comes online. Nothing is special about this phone; any participant’s phone can be the server phone. The other phones connect to the server phone by
entering the server phone’s client ID. This step allows for each phone to keep an updated
list of the participating phones’ IDs in the network. Each time a phone connects to the
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Figure 4.5. Participant waving to interact with the phone
server phone, a broadcast message is sent to every other phone, notifying them that a new
phone has been added.
When each phone starts immaterial.cloud, it is assigned one of four presets that define
its sound. I created these presets using the dat.gui7 library, which provides a GUI for
changing variables in JavaScript. Its most useful function is to save unique combinations
of settings as presets to be recalled later.
A typical interaction might go as follows. A user waves their hand over a phone, which
is assigned a preset of “cloud,” then a signal is sent to each of the other phones, first
traveling through the server phone to change its preset to “cloud” (see Figure 4.5). Instead
of seeing each phone as playing a distinct role, one can think of each phone as a button to
turn on a preset on a distributed synthesizer.
Each preset uses one of four granulated samples, a ring tone, a double bass improvisation, a music box, or tubular bells. The presets control the pitch, attack, release, and
density for each grain of the granular synthesis. When a player triggers a new preset, the
system interpolates between the previous preset and the new preset over a randomly chosen length of time. This combination of presets and interpolation provides different sound
possibilities without too much chaotic variation.
7

https://github.com/dataarts/dat.gui
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4.2.3

Conclusions and future work

Peer-to-peer technologies provide a pathway to a form of networked communication that
does not rely on the attention economy. immaterial.cloud is an early step in the movement
towards peer-to-peer networked art. It’s important for artists to explore technologies independent from major platforms to ensure control over their work. The experience with
networking communication in immaterial.cloud is taken directly into the work with Sounds
Aware, though using IPFS instead of WebRTC.
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Chapter 5
Project Design
Sounds Aware allows users to create sound walks and share them with others. The
creator of the sound walk captures their perceptions of the restorativeness of a stopping
place on the walk by stopping for a few minutes and answering survey questions about
that place. These survey answers drive a sonification that other users will hear when they
experience the same sound walk. The goal with Sounds Aware is to provide attention
restoration through encouraging listening awareness and experiences of nature. The app
uses decentralized technology to keep data in the control of users.
5.1

User interaction
A user accesses Sounds Aware at https://soundsaware.com through a mobile browser.

The first time a user accesses the app they must sign up for a Portis1 account. Portis is a
blockchain wallet that grants access to the user’s data (see Figure 5.1). Once the app loads
a user’s data they can explore three pages of Sounds Aware–home, discover and create.
Sounds Aware opens with the home page. Here a user will see each sound walk stop
created by other users and can also explore the different stops to find more information
about each stop by clicking on the stop icon (see Figure 5.4). The discover page is where
the user can experience a sound walk created by other users (see Figure 5.2). Here a user
can browse nearby sound walks and choose one that interests them. Clicking on a sound
walk will load it’s stops then open the play page. The create page provides an interface for
the user to create their sound walk and add stops (see Figure 5.3).
5.2

User interface design
Several mobile apps were used as inspiration for the user interface design of Sounds

Aware including Urban Archive Explore History2 and The Jewish Museum Tour app.3
The Urban Archive app gives users a way of exploring New York city through a map based
1

https://portis.io/
https://www.urbanarchive.nyc/ios-app
3
https://tours.thejewishmuseum.org/
2
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Figure 5.1. Authorization experience with Portis

Figure 5.2. Discover and play pages
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Figure 5.3. Create page

Figure 5.4. Different views of the home screen
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Figure 5.5. Examples of UI from Urban Archive
interface that provides archival photos and information about a historical site. Because it
is a location-based app it has some similar interface elements to Sounds Aware, such as a
stop on a map that can be clicked on and examined. See figure 5.5 for several interface
examples that inspired Sounds Aware.
After doing preliminary design research finding successfully designed apps, I started the
design of Sounds Aware in Figma,4 an interface design tool. Several interface design tools
allow for user interface design to be combined with user experience design and prototyping
such as Sketch,5 Adobe XD,6 Invision Studio,7 and Framer.8 Figma was picked because it
is free with limited capabilities and is easy to learn.
Figure 5.6 shows an overview of the design process with Figma. In this view every app
interaction can be seen at the same time. One of the most powerful features of Figma is
prototyping interactions which replicates how users could interact with your design. Figure
5.7a shows “noodles” that connect a hotspot, a place where a user taps, to a destination,
4

https://www.figma.com
https://www.sketch.com
6
https://www.adobe.com/products/xd.html
7
https://www.invisionapp.com/studio
8
https://www.framer.com/
5
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Figure 5.6. Figma design overview
the resulting action from the user tap.
After designing Sounds Aware with Figma the app was scaffolded using Ionic, a mobile
UI toolkit with prebuilt elements. Ionic makes developing with React much easier. With
one codebase, a developer can target several platforms such as IOS, Android and the
Web. Ionic allows development in several JavaScript frameworks including Angular, React,
and Vue. I chose react because I have used it in other projects. Ionic offers many UI
components. For example, the three buttons that control navigation for Sounds Aware are
called IonTabs (see 5.8). Using IonTabs not only provides the UI, but also the navigation
functionality that updates the page when a user clicks on a button.
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(a) Figma prototyping connections

(b) Figma present screen

Figure 5.8. Example of IonTabs component
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5.3

Decentralized data storage
Data in Sounds Aware are handled by the 3Box9 decentralized user data storage sys-

tem. 3Box uses IPFS for decentralized storage, OrbitDB10 for its database and 3ID for
its decentralized identity. The benefits to using 3Box its data sovereignty–a user can take
their data to different apps without having to recreate that data in the new app. Data
created in 3Box belong to the user.
The 3Box API handles identity, authorization, storage and messaging. 3Box also ‘pins’
your data making sure it is always available on the IPFS network by running servers that
serve the files if no users are serving them. The identity and auth APIs allow for users to
log into an app without the developer having to manage user data. The storage API can
hold data specific to one user such as documents, preferences or settings. The messaging
API allows developers to create and manage threads, feed stores useful for social and chat
applications.
The 3Box API provides both static and stateful methods for interacting with user data.
Static methods do not require user authentication and enable reading public information
stores. Stateful methods require authentication and enable creating, updating, or deleting
data on the box, space and thread objects. Code listing 5.1 shows the authentication and
data initialization process for Sounds Aware. First, Portis gives 3Box the wallet address of
the user (line 1). Once 3Box receives the wallet address from Portis, 3Box uses the address
to open the user’s box (line 9) then a space (line 12) that contains data specific to Sounds
Aware. Finally, the app opens a public thread that contains a reference to every sound
walk created (line 14).
Figure 5.9 shows a diagram of the data contained in one post from the soundWalks
thread (line 14). A reference to each sound walk is stored in a post on the soundWalks
thread. Each post contains the decentralized identity belonging to the author of the sound
walk, a reference to the sound walk thread, the coordinates for the center of the sound
9
10

https://docs.3box.io/
https://orbitdb.org/
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walk, its name, a postId and timestamp. The address is used to open another thread and
obtain all the sound walk stops belonging to that thread.
Once a user creates or selects a sound walk, the data specific to that sound walk is
stored inside the selectedSoundwalks thread (see figure 5.10). Each sound walk thread
contains posts that represent the stops of the sound walk. Inside each stop post is the
name, location, and survey answers for the sound walk.11 When a user creates a new stop,
Sounds Aware adds a post to the thread, storing the data of that stop.

11

See figure B.1 for the questions participants are asked when they stop on a walk.
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1 const portis = new Portis ( ‘64 aa1dcd -6 bad -4089 -897 d -3267633 c771a ’ , ‘
rinkeby ’) ;
2
3 const provider =
4
windowObj . web3 . currentProvider
5
windowObj . ethereum
6
7 const walletAddress = ( await provider . enable () ) [0];
8
9 const box = await Box . openBox ( walletAddress , provider )
10 await box . syncDone ;
11
12 const space = await box . openSpace ( spaceName ) ;
13 await space . syncDone
14 const thread = await space . j o i nT h r ea d B yA d d re s s ( threadAddress )

Listing 5.1. 3Box Authentication

Figure 5.9. One sound walk from the soundwalks thread

Figure 5.10. One sound walk stop from a selected sound walk
5.4

Sonification
Users are asked a series of survey questions based on Payne’s PRSS (see Figure B.1)

every time they make a stop on their sound walk. The questions provide data that drives the
sonification of sound walks that users hear when visiting the discover page. The sonification
is meant to mimic wind chimes but have them respond to the restorativeness score of each
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stop. A lower restorativeness score will create a more intense and dissonant wind chime
sound. The sonification also has wind and two background sound samples.
Individual chimes samples are used to create the wind chime. The chimes samples are
tuned to La Monte Young’s Well Tuned Piano tuning and grouped according to chords that
occur in the work [39]. The chords that the user hears will depend on the restorativeness
score according to the mapping in figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11. Restorativeness score to chord mapping
The rhythms of the wind chime sonification are driven by the Fibonacci sequence which
controls the duration and frequency of notes. Figure 5.12 shows a graph of the starting
duration rhythmic pattern. The Fibonacci sequence is used to evoke natural and restorative
phenomena such as waves or wind. Sometimes it is slow when reaching the peaks and then
faster when between them. The survey average is mapped to the rhythm by controlling
the probability that we hear a note, with a lower survey average mapped to a higher event
probability.

Figure 5.12. Seed rhythmic pattern
The wind sound is created by a noise oscillator, pitch shifter, lowpass filter and highpass
filter. See figure 5.14 for a signal flow diagram. These elements combine to create a pseudo44

realistic wind sound. The cutoff frequency of both filters are changed randomly to aid in
creating this effect. The survey average is mapped to the amplitude of the NoiseSynth. The
lower the survey average the louder the NoiseSynth (see figure 5.13). The survey average
is also mapped to the wet mix, pitch and window size of the PitchShift. The general effect
of the PitchShift mapping is to create a more intense and distorted sound the lower the
survey average.
The two other auxiliary sound samples are leaves rustling and waves. The amplitude
of these sounds are both mapped to the survey average. The higher the average the louder
the sounds. The last part of the sonification is the Panner3D, which controls the overall
amplitude of the sonification depending on how close a user is to a given stop. The Listener
object from Tone.js is used, which positions the listener around a sound source. In this case
the value of the listener’s positionZ is mapped to the actual distance calculated between
the current user position and the stop in question.

Figure 5.13. Wind synth signal flow

Figure 5.14. Wind synth mapping
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Version 2 of Sounds Aware meets many of the goals set at the culmination of version 1.
The new version uses IPFS, a more robust peer-to-peer framework, to handle user data and
allow the app to exist outside the attention economy. Sounds Aware encourages experiences
of nature by requiring the user to be outside to create or experience a walk. A user may
also gain some insight into the soundscape by answering the survey questions about a given
sound walk stop.
There is much room for technical, design, and aesthetic improvements. Firstly, 3Box
Labs will soon deprecate 3Box, replacing it with two new APIs, Ceramic and IDX [1].
Future versions of Sounds Aware will adopt Ceramic for data storage and IDX for user
identities. Ceramic [2] is a network for managing mutable data without databases or
servers and IDX [3] is an identity protocol built on top of it. These two elements improve
on 3Box by showing gains in performance, persistence and decentralization. The network
will be faster, data will be more readily available, and more decentralized. Because of this
decentralization, these protocols should last for longer and not need to be replaced in a few
years.
To attract more users, other improvements will have to be made to create a more
unique user interface. Currently, Sounds Aware uses almost entirely stock elements from
the Ionic Framework. Future versions will be made in collaboration with graphic designers
with expertise and experience in design.
Most importantly, improvements can be made to the sonification to make the experience
a user has when going on another user’s sound walk more interesting. When testing Sounds
Aware, it became apparent that if a sound walk has many stops that are around the
same survey average the sonification will be very similar for the entire walk. This can
be exhausting to listen to for long periods of time. More variation will be added to the
sonification to create interest, while preserving the transparency of the mapping between
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survey average and sonic result.
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Appendix A
PRSS Development
Table A.1. Perceived Restorativeness Soundscape Scale items grouped by Attention
Restoration Theory components. Words in bold are used to refer to the item in the text
[75].
Fascination
I find this sonic environment appealing
My attention is drawn to many of the interesting sounds here
These sounds make me want to linger here
These sounds make me wonder about things
I am engrossed by this sonic environment
Being-Away-To
I hear these sounds when I am doing something different to what I usually do
This is a different sonic environment to what I usually hear
I am hearing sounds that I usually hear
Being- Away-From
This sonic environment is a refuge from unwanted distractions
When I hear these sounds I feel free from work, routine and responsibilities
Listening to these sounds gives me a break from my day-to-day listening experience
Compatibility
These sounds relate to activities I like to do
This sonic environment fits with my personal preferences
I rapidly get used to hearing this type of sonic environment
Hearing these sounds hinders what I would want to do in this place
Extent (Coherence)
All the sounds I’m hearing belong here (with the place shown)
All the sounds merge to form a coherent sonic environment
The sounds I am hearing seem to fit together quite naturally with this place
Extent (Scope)
The sonic environment suggests the size of this place is limitless
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Appendix B
PRSS Scale

Figure B.1. The survey questions used in Sounds Aware.
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